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Ansru,cr
Using the internally consistent thermodynamic data set of Holland and Powell (1990),
we have calculated invariant and univariant equilibria in the system KFMASH (KrOFeO-MgO-AlrO3-SiOr-HrO) and the subsystemsKFASH and KMASH, involving combinations ofstaurolite, chloritoid, chlorite, biotite, cordierite, garnet,andalusite,sillimanite,
and kyanite with muscovite, quartz, and HrO in excess,in the pressure-temperature range
of 0-18 kbar and 460-720 oC.We not only find the pressure-temperaturepositions of these
equilibria, but also determine the compositions of the minerals involved, in terms of
MgFe-, and MgSiAl-, substitutions. Agreement with the petrologically consistentgrid of
Harte and Hudson (1979) is remarkably good, except that in our KFMASH system grid,
without Fe3+there is no stability field for the assemblages
chloritoid + biotite or andalusite
+ biotite. However, taking into account uncertainties in the position of the reactions in
the grid and considering small additions of Fe3* into biotite and chloritoid at reasonable
concentrations,theseassemblages
become stablein the grid. We test whether an internally
consistentdata set such as ours can reasonablypredict phaserelations as complex as those
of natural pelites. Although agreementwith petrological observation is surprisingly good,
further experimental work is required, particularly for reactions involving cordierite and
staurolite, before further improvements to such calculatedgrids can be made.

INrnonucrroN
Attempts to model pelitic reactionsin terms of a phase
diagram in the simple systemKrO-FeO-MgO-AlrO3-SiO2HrO (KFMASH) have increasedin sophistication since
the earlierwork of Albee (1965)and Hess(1969),which
were based upon observations of natural assemblages
coupled with a knowledge of compositions of coexisting
phases.A secondgenerationofgrids, exemplifiedby those
of Harte and Hudson (1979,Fig. 2),Labotka (1981),and
Holdaway et al. (1982) and improving on Harte (1975),
were derived through the combination of petrological observation with experimental results on reactions in the
subsystemsKMASH and KFASH, providing constraints
on the P-I position of I(FMASH univariant reactions.
The grid of Harte and Hudson was able to account for
most of the important pelitic facies sequencesfound as
well as the then-availableexperimentaldata; nevertheless
severalassumptionswere made in parts of the grid where
constraining data were lacking.
A third generationof KFMASH grids, which have been
calculatedfrom the thermodynamic data, is now becoming available; thesehave the merit of allowing the whole
grid to be calculatedonce the thermodynamic data have
been chosen.The first ofthese, Spearand Cheney (1989,
Fig. 2), involved a combination of measured and esti7$02.00
0003-o04x/90/0304-036

mated volumes, entropies, and heat capacities.In their
grid, they employed a minimum of experimentaland petrological constraints on the P-I position of reactions in
KFASH and KMASH and Fe-Mg partitioning data for
the minerals. The grid was designedto be thermodynamically and petrologically consistent.
We take a different approach in this paper in that we
attempt for the first time to calculatethe KFMASH grid
entirely from thermodynamic data using our new, expanded data set (Holland and Powell, 1990),without recourseto any argumentsbasedon field relations or compositions of phaseassemblages
in the pelite system.Thus
we wished to test the ability of our thermodynamic data
to predict complex phase relations in the pelite system,
particularly to seewhether it might be possibleto predict
not only the P-T locations of the univariant reactions,
but also the compositions of coexisting phasesas a function of pressureand temperature. The approach used is
describedin greaterdetail in two ofour other petrogenetic
grid papers(Guiraud et al., 1989;Will et al., 1990).The
grid was assembledfrom the calculated positions of all
the univariant equilibria in KFASH, KMASH, and
KFMASH via the application of Schreinemakers'srules.
The processis simplified by the requirement that a stable
KFMASH univariant line must emanatefromeachstable
KFASH and KMASH invariant point.
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The results of our calculations on the in- and univariant equilibria are summarized as pressure-temperature
(P-7") projections for the KMASH and KFASH subsystems in Figure l, and the full systemKFMASH in Figure
2, with a representativecollection ofresults presentedin
Table l The pressureand temperature rangewas chosen
to include most of the greenschistand amphibolite facies;
also we chose to consider only the AFM projection system (Thompson, 1957, 1979), and hence our grid refers
to excessHrO, quartz, and phengitic white mica (henceforth called muscovite). The grid shows reactions that
involve the following minerals: st : staurolite, g : garnet,
bi : biotite, chl : chlorite, ky : kyanite, ond : andalusite, sill: sillimanite, cd : cordierite, and ctd : chloritoid, in addition to the excessphasesmu : muscovite, q
: quartz, and HrO. In the text, "a" is used for aluminosilicate, one of andalusite, sillimanite, or kyanite. In
our P-Zwindow, we have chosennot to include the muscovite + quartz breakdown reactionsat low pressureand
high temperature,or one talc-bearingKFMASH equilibrium that affects only magnesian-richcompositions, or,
indeed, silicate melt equilibria at higher temperatures.All
of the thermodyamic data used may be found in the tables of Holland and Powell (1990).
In generating the P-T projection, we took account of
two types of solid solution in the minerals: Fe-Mg exchange (FeMg_,) and Tschermak's substitution
((Mg,Fe)SiAl ,). Ideal mixing was assumed on the sites
in the minerals on which the substitutions take place;this
assumption was used in the generation of the thermodynamic data themselves,and we thus maintain the internal consistencythat helps to minimize the efects of
our assumption. Also, importantly, we believe that by
making the most reasonablechoicesof activity model we
can reducethe magnitude of the errors involved with the
assumption of ideality. For example,we prefer to restrict
mixing of Al to only two out of the six octahedral sites
in chlorites, such that the entire rangeofpossible Al substitution extends from zero to two, as seems to be the
casein nature. The activity models used are in Appendix l.
In order to illustrate the calculation process and the
information generated(by the computer program rHERuocer,c-Powell and Holland, 1988), we focus on the
classic Barrovian staurolite isograd reaction, which in
AFM is chl + g : st + bi, which links the [ctd,and] and
[ctd,cd] invariant points (Fig. 2a). To locate the temperature of this reaction at specified pressure we need to
solve nine independent equilibrium relations in order to
find the nine variables specifying this univariant assemblage: x",, xs; xcnv!.a, xai,!ri, x^u, y-u as well as Z. For
phasel, .xrrepresentsFe/(Fe + Mg), and H representsthe
extent of Tschermak's substitution (see App. I for details). The nine equilibrium relations are nonlinear equations, which we solve by Newton's method with a steplength algorithm, and the resulting mineral compositions

EQUILIBRIA

IN PELITES

and temperature, at specified pressures,are in Table la
and illustrated in the P-x projection (Fig. 3). Considering
the whole length of this reaction, including the stableand
metastable parts, we can see how much variation in
FeMg-, as well as (Mg,Fe)SiAl-, can occur along the
length.of sucha reaction. The Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratio in chlorite changesfrom 0.80 to 0.16 as pressureincreasesfrom
2 to 14 kbar, and similar changesare also found for staurolite. biotite. and muscovite.This reactionemanatesfrom
a metastableKMASH invariant point at about 20 kbar
and terminates at a metastable KFASH invariant point
at lessthan I kbar. In terms of Tschermak's substitution,
biotite varies from eastonitic (yo,: 0.5) at 2 kbar to only
slightly less aluminous compositions (y, : 0.33) at 14
kbar, whereas muscovites become quite phengitic at 14
kbar, with y-, dropping from 0.91 to 0.73.
Some featuresof Figures I and 2 are worthy of note:
l. In Figure l, the [cd,bi,chl] invariant point occurs in
the kyanite and in the andalusite field, as a consequence
of the marked deflection of the reactions acrossthe aluminosilicate polymorph reactions.The stability of the two
invariant points have a controlling effect on the grids with,
for example,the staurolite field in KFASH, and thus also
KFMASH, being closed to high and low pressure.
2. The KFASH invariant points, [st,bi,and] and
[st,bi,chl], lie very closeto the KFMASH invariant [bi,st],
at slightly lower temperatures (along the KFASH reaction, ctd : cd). Corresponding KFMASH reactions extend down temperaturefrom [bi,st] and terminate at these
invariant points. As can be seenin Table lb, the phases
in the reactions in and around [bi,st] (and [bi,cd] and
[bi,ctd]) are all very Fe-rich.
3. The strong curvature of the KFASH reactions, chl
* ctd : g and chl : bi + g, is causedby the relatively
rapid change of Tschermak's substitutions in the mineralsalong the reactions,particularly the increasinglyaluminous nature of chlorite with decreasingpressureand/
or increasing temperature. The data compiled by Laird
(1988, p. 413, Fig. 6) for natural pelitic rocks show precisely this same trend. In our example, y"" in the first of
these reactions increasesfrom 0.52 at I I kbar to 0.72 at
3 kbar, and for the secondreaction, 0.34 to 0.68. Noting
that in AFM, 2All(Fe + 2AI): !"a/3, chlorite crossesthe
garnet composition &t lar : 0.75; the resulting g : chl
singularity is metastable at 1.5 kbar. The absenceof a
chloritoid + biotite field of stability in Figure 2 is a result
of the nonintersectionof theseKFASH reactions;the key
KFMASH univariant reaction, g + chl : ctd + bi, would
emanate to lower temperature from the resulting invariant point.
4. The absenceof an andalusite + biotite field of stability in Figure 28 is precluded by the stability of st +
cd and, particularly, g + cd. The g + cd field (Fig. 28)
extends to low temperatures,terminating at the KFASH
invariant point [st,bi,and] (Fig. l), but the coexistingmineral compositions are very Fe-rich below about 600 .C
(Table 2a). Note however that the uncertainty on the position of sill + bi : cd + g, a reaction that controls the
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Fig. 1. Pressure-temperature projection for KFASH (solid lines) and KMASH (dashed lines). Note that a KFMASH univariant
line (in Fig. 2) emanates from each of the invariant points in this diagram.

stability of bi + and in KFMASH, is of the order of +2
kbar (at 2o); as and + bi : cd + g has a steeper dP/dT
than sill + bi : cd + g, ifcd + g is destabilized,a large
bi + and field is generated.
5. The position of the aluminosilicate triple point is the
one calculated from the data in the internally consistent
data set. Note that experimental results on the position
of the andalusite: sillimanite reaction were not included
in the generationofthe data set becauseofthe inconsistenciesamong various studies(Holland and Powell, 1985;
Holland and Powell, 1990). The calculated position of
andalusite: sillimanite is a consequenceof the positions
of all the other equilibria involving thesealuminosilicates
used in the data-setgeneration.Although some may prefer a lower temperaturefor the triple point, note that the
calculaledtemperature of the triple point is 580 t 50'C
(at 2o).
P-x projections are a good way of summarizing mineral
composition relationshipsalong invariant lines and at invariant points (e.9.,Thompson, 1976; Thompson et al.,
1977;Powell, 1978).Figure 3 showsa P-x projection of

the phaserelations in the kyanite field; the two invariant
points are represented by horizontal lines linking the
compositions of coexisting phases, and the individual
univariant equilibria are shown by groups of lines giving
the compositions of the phases involved in each. The
information in this diagram must be combined with the
P-Zprojection (Fig. 2) so that the temperatureassociated
with the particular univariant equilibrium can be determined. An important feature is that all the equilibria,
with the exception of st * ctd : g + ky and st * chl :
g + ky, are characterizedby increasinglymagnesianmineral compositions as pressureincreases.The conditions
of formation and mineral compositions presentedin Figure 2 and Figure 3 compare well with those deduced from
natural assemblages[e.g., the Gassetts schist data
(Thompsonet al., 1977;their Fig. 8)1.
A more approachableway of viewing the dependence
of phaserelations on the changingmineral compositions
along univariant lines is via isobaric 7-x pseudosections
(e.g.,Hensen, 197l; Thompson,
and P-Z pseudosections
1976;Powell, 1978;Labotka, l98l). The ?"-xpseudosec-
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Fig.2. Pressure-temperature projection for KFMASH. Note that KFMASH univariant lines either terminate at KFASH or
KMASH invariant points (Fig. 1) or at KFMASH invariant points. (A) The projection for the firll range of pressureand temperature.

tion in Figure 4 was calculated for 6-kbar pressurefor a
complete range of Fe/(Fe + Mg) at constant All(Mg +
Fe), i.e., for a horizontal line on the AFM projection below that of the g + chl tieJine. Figure 4, calculated entirely from thermodynamic data extracted from experiments in simple chemical systems,compares quite well
with natural pelite associations(e.g.,Fig. l0 of Labotka,
1981, drawn for the slightly more aluminous compositions correspondingto the garnet-chloritejoin). For compositions with intermediate Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratios, the classic Barrovian sequence is displayed as temperature
increases.The convergenceofthe sill + cd + bi and g *
sill + bi fields at 730"C leads to rhe stabilization of g +
cd by the univariant reaction sill + bi : g * cd. Of note
are the particularly nanow fields for chl + ky + bi and
chl + cd + bi, implying that the incoming of cordierite
at low and moderate pressureswill make a good isograd,
at least in rocks close to KFMASH.
The P-T pseudosectionin Figure 5 was drawn for a
composition with Fe/(Fe + Mg) : 0.7 at an Al/(Fe +

Mg) just below that of g + chl in AFM. Given the way
the Fel(Fe + Mg) ratios of the coexistingminerals change
along the univariant lines, it is important to construct
suchpseudosectionsto seewhich, and how much ofeach,
equilibria are "seen" by a particular rock. For example,
note that the geatest majority of the equilibria in Figure
2b in the andalusite field are not "seen" by this bulk
composition, or in fact by any "normal" pelite, because
the mineral compositions in these equilibria are very Fe
rich. Moreover, most of these equilibria lie within each
other's uncertainty limits, and therefore the locations of
the reactions and thus the topology are uncertain. For
more magnesiancompositionsmost of the divariant fields
in Figure 5 are located at higher pressureand temperature.
Conapl.nrsoN wrrH rns H.tnrn,tNn HunsoN GRrD
Comparison of our calculated grid with that of Harte
and Hudson (1979, Fig. 2) amounts to checking it for
geologicconsistency,given the successofthis grid at ac-
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(B) The projection for the andalusite field attempting to label the plethora of reactionsoccurring there.

counting for petrological observation. Having said that,
there are two potential difficulties in the Harte and Hudson approach. First, there are parts of the grid not normally representedin rocks, for example, becauserocks
would have to be unnaturally Fe rich to "see" the reactions. It is in this situation that we have a considerable
advantageover Harte and Hudson becausewe can calculate the equilibria, whereas they had no petrological
constraints to incorporate. Second,given that the Harte
and Hudson (1979, Fig. 2) Crrd is petrologically constrained,it may be difficult to generatea strict KFMASH
grid becauserocks do not lie in KFMASH; for example
it may be difficult to remove the effect of FerOr, CaO,
and MnO. Geologically, this may not be a problem, but
it does make comparison with a calculated strict
KFMASH grid hazardous. We now compare the grids
and show that the correspondenceis remarkably good;
the differencesbetween them are accounted for by resolving the above potential difficulties in using petrological observations.
In the pressurerange 5-9 kbar on Figure 2, we seethat
the sequenceof classicBarrovian isogradsand metamorphic zonesis correctly predicted, and thus that the positions of the invariant points [g,ctd] and [cd,ctd], and the

reactions around them, agreewith the grid of Harte and
Hudson (1979). Moreover, the temperaturescorresponding to thesereactionsare also in good agreementwith the
current consensususing conventional thermometry and
barometry (seeFig. 7 of Droop, 1985, for staurolite isograd rocks in Austria). However, we predict that garnet
is less Fe rich than staurolite, whereasin nature the reverse is found, and the reverse is assumedin the Harte
and Hudson grid (e.g.,Thompson, 1976).On the grid in
Figure 2, mechanically correcting this discrepancymeans
moving the KFASH reaction st : ky + g to a temperature
lower than those reactions with negative dP/dT through
[bi,cd] and [ctd,cd] and changing these KFMASH reactions to involve only st on the low temperature side in
each case. With this change, the middle reaction must
curve to higher temperature relative to the outer two for
Schreinemakers'srules to be obeyed.
There may be several reasonsfor this problem; either
our activity model is inappropriate for staurolite or other
componentsin natural staurolites(Fe3+,Zn, Li, etc.; Holdaway et al., 1988)or natural garnets(Ca,Mn) modifl, the
Fe-Mg exchange.Certainly Holdaway et al. (1988) found
that garneVstauroliteFe/Mg partitioning was nonideal and
even postulated a large Fe-Mg interaction energy,which

resultson KFMASH equilbria
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Fig. 3' P-x projection for the KFMASH invariant and univariant equilibria in the kyanite field. The diagram summarizesthe
change of mineral compositions in terms of MgFe , in univariant mineral assemblagesalong pressure-temperature reaction lines.
As a consequencethe diagram must be read in terms of bundles of lines; the key to the labeling in terms of the reactionsinvolved,
is provided to the right of the dia$am. The bundles will in general involve four lines, but if kyanite is involved in the reaction,
three lines are involved.

would result in a miscibility gap closing at 600 .C, to
account for their observations.The crystal chemistry of
staurolitesis still poorly understood, and it is more than
likely that Mg does not simply exchangefor Fe2+on the
four tetrahedral sites as we have assumed.In nature. reversalsin Ko are found betweenstaurolite and other minerals(Grambling, 1983; Schreyeret al., 1984;Holdaway
et al., 1988) and testify to either severe nonideality in
staurolite or to incorrect assumptions as to which sites
contain Mg in the more magnesian staurolites. For the
wide range of possible substitution schemesthe reader is
referred to the paper of Holdaway et al. (1987). We cannot add usefully to their discussion, except to note that
our Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratios of garnetand staurolite, although
the wrong way round, lie within each other's calculated
limits of uncertainty. However it is important to emphasize that, apart from this problem, the compositions of

the minerals and the way they changealong the univariant lines, as well as the calculated temperatures,agree
well with what is observedin nature (seethe P-x projection, Fig. 3).
An additional major problem with our calculatedgrid
is that we do not predict a stability field for biotite +
andalusiteor for biotite + chloritoid in the simple (Fe3+absent) KFMASH system, the former assemblagebeing
ubiquitous in low-pressure metamorphic terranes. In a
later section we show that both of these assemblagesare
stable when a small amount of Fe3+is incorporated into
biotite and chloritoid.
We have been able to add some information not available to Harte and Hudson when they preparedtheir grid,
which we now discuss.The reaction ctd + g + chl + ky,
which leads from the [bi,cd] invariant point at 12 kbar
and 600 oC towards higher pressuresand temperatures,
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Fig. 4. I-x pseudosectionfor bulk compositions with a rangeof Fel(Fe + Mg) at constant All(Fe + Mg) below g + chl in AFM;
all assemblagesinvolve biotite (seetext).

ends in our grid at a MASH invariant point at around 40
kbar and 630'C, whereasaccordingto Harte and Hudson
it endsat an invariant point in FASH (which we calculate
to lie at about 2 kbar and 520 'C). At least part of the
problem may have come from their assumedcompositional degeneracyinvolving garnet and chlorite. The important consequencefor the phase relations is that the
compositions of chloritoid, garnet, and chlorite become
more magnesian(rather than more Fe rich) as pressures
rise along this univariant reaction. Certainly the recent
observationsofChopin (1984)and Chopin and Schreyer
(1983) in the WesternAlps support the extremely magnesian compositions attainable in this assemblageat high
pressure.
The Harte and Hudson grid does not allow the mutual
compatibility of cordierite + garnet; the incompatibility
comesabout becauseof two featuresbuilt into their grid,
namely, (l) their reaction st * cd : a + bi haslarge dP/
dT and (2) their reaction st : bi + a + g has a negative
slope. This geometry, which excludes their intersection
to generatethe reaction bi + a: cd + g, was deliberately
implemented by Harte and Hudson on the basis of experimentalobservationsof Holdaway and Lee (1977).In
our grid, it is the flat negative slope of st * cd : sill +
bi coupled with the flat positive slope of st + bi : a + g

in the sillimanite field that allows their intersection
'C. The sharp change
[chl,ctd] at around 4.5 kbar and 620
in slope of the st + bi : a + g reaction at the ky : sill
boundary is remarkable and would have been hard to
foreseewhen Harte and Hudson created their grid. In
fact, in our grid there are reactionsinvolving g + cd with
decreasingtemperature and pressureuntil and + chl: g
* cd terminates in a KFASH invariant point at about
520'C and 2 kbar (Fig. 2b). However, at temperatures
lower than 575'C,g + cd can only occurin compositions
more aluminous than g * chl, and only in Fe-rich compositions.
The differencebetweenour grid and that of Harte and
Hudson in the andalusitefield is due partly to the g + cd
equilibria problem discussedabove, but it is mainly due
to the difficulty that few if any rocks "see" anything other
than equilibria involving some of bi, chl, cd and and,
with assemblageschanging via KFMASH divariant or
trivariant equilibria. They chose to represent the lowpressure region in the simplest way possible: we were
certainly surprised to see the mess of reactions we calculatedat low pressure!Lobotka (1981,Fig. I l) also deduced a complex net of equilibria at low pressures;he
also indicated stability ofgarnet + cordierite at the low
pressureend ofhis grid.
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Fig.5. P-Tpseudosection
forabulkcompositionudthFe/(Fe + Mg):0.7 andaAl/(Fe + Mg) belowg + chl in AFM; all
assemblages
involve biotite. The black dots are KFMASH invariant points included for reference.Note (1) the shapeof the g + chl
divariant field is controlled by the curvature ofthe KFASH univariant reactions;(2) the simplicity ofthe fields at lower pressure
compared with the complexity of Fig. 2b; and (3) the nature of the singlephasestaurolite field.

KFMASH

* FerO3

ated as the [ctd,g] and [chl,cd] invariant points are disIn the absenceof thermodynamic data for ferri-annite, placed to lower P-T along the [bi] reactions emanating
for example, it is not yet possible to calculate equilibria out of theseinvariant points. By 100/oaddition the equiin the KFMASHO system.However, it is possibleto per- libria have collapsedon the stationary [bi,ctd]. The efect
form semiquantitative calculations by recalculating the of concomitant addition of Fe3* into chloritoid is not
equilibria ofinterest for fixed proportions ofFe3+ incor- included on this diagram, although clearly the position of
porated in the minerals. The resulting diagrams will not the [bi,ctd] invariant point will be largely unaffectedby
be correct becausethe incorporation of Fe3+in the min- addition of Fe3+.Thus, with considerationof Fe3+,a large
erals will change along the univariant lines. However, biotite * andalusite field is generated;the field is even
such calculationsdo indicate the sensein which the equi- larger ifthe uncertainty on the the position ofsill + bi :
libria will change in going from KFMASH into g + cd is also taken into account. The main difference
KFMASHO. In terms of this systemwe assumethat bio- betweenFigure 6 and Figure 2 is that the rather unusual
tite and chloritoid are the main minerals stabilizedbv the assemblagestaurolite + cordierite, which had a rather
incorporationof Fe3+.
large field in the KFMASH grid, disappears.If our logic
Figure 6 shows the effect of incorporating increasing is correct, staurolite + cordierite may be seenin nature
Fe3+into biotite, with no/oreferring to the proportion of only rarely becauseit requiresrather reducing conditions.
Fe3+ added in terms of Fe3+/(Fe3++ Al*,). With only Further, the stability ofg + cd is substantially reduced.
100/o
added, a substantialandalusite + biotite field is creFigure 7 showsthe efect of incorporating 150/oFe3+in
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Fig. 6. The effect of adding Fel+ to biotite on the stability of aluminosilicate + biotite. The label of 10o/oon the boundary of
the shadedregion indicates substitution of 100/oofoctahedral Al by Fe3*. On addition ofFe3* to biotite, the [ctd,g] and [chl,cd]
invariant points move down the bold lines indicated by arrows, which are [bi] reactions. With reference to Fig. 2b, the expansion
of the andalusite + biotite field primarily occludes the staurolite + chlorite field.

octahedral sites in biotite and l0o/oFe3* in octahedral
sitesin chloritoid, with [cd,bi] approaching[cd,ctd] along
their connectingreaction, allowing the creation of[cd,ky]
when ctd : chl + g + st intersects chl + g : bi + st.
With this invariant point stable, a chloritoid + biotite
stability field expandsto lower pressures.The size ofthis
field is dependenton the amount of Fe3+incorporated in
the phases; it is certainly possible for reduced assemblagesnot to have accessto this field, or for bi-ctd- and
g-chl-bearingassemblagesto be interlayered in rocks, if
for example different Fe-Ti oxide assemblagesare present.
As a consequenceofthe consideration ofthe incorporation of Fe3* in the minerals, the correspondencebetween our grid and that of Harte and Hudson, and thus
the correspondencewith petrological observation, is much
better. The work of Guidotti (1974) and of Holdaway et
al. (1982) on pelites in Maine shows that a transition
from the staurolite to the sillimanite zone may occur via
the reaction st * chl + mu : bi + sill + H2O. In our
pure KFMASH grid this reaction can occur only in the
kyanite field (Fig. 2) but would becomepossiblewith the
addition of some Fe3+ and a lower-temperature aluminosilicate triple point (Figs. 6, 7). In using our grids the

reader must allow considerableflexibility in the position
of the and : sill boundary, as in nature it will certainly
vary from one set ofrocks to another (seediscussionsection and Salje, 1986). The major remaining difference
between our grid and that of Harte and Hudson is in the
stability of garnet + cordierite with muscovite * quartz.
We might add that qualitatively extending our grid into
the granulite facies with q\arlz, alkali feldspar and melt
in excessis made easier by the stability of bi + sill : g
+ cd, it being deflected to steeperslopesacross the mu
+ q breakdown reaction and across the solidus, to become the classiclowermost granulite facies reaction.

DrscussroN
The KFMASH grid presentedhere, calculatedfrom the
internally consistent data set of Holland and Powell
(1990), appearsto correspondwell to petrological observation, apart from the difficulties with the low pressure
equilibria discussedabove. This correspondencemust relate to the quality of the experimental data on mineral
equilibria usedin the thermodynamic data extraction and
be a testament to the activity-composition models used.
We do not pretend that the grid in Figure 2 is the lasr
word in KFMASH; as outlined in Holland and Powell
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Fig. 7. The effect of adding Fe3+ to octahedral sites in biotite (1506)and chloritoid (100/o)on the stability of the assemblage
chloritoid + biotite. The stabilizing ofbiotite and chloritoid closesthe pressuregap between [cd,bi] and [cd,ctd], creating [cd,ky],
and stabilizing a chloritoid + biotite field to lower pressure (shaded). Note that, with reference to Fig. 2a, this field is not stable in
the strict KFMASH grid. The P-Z location of [cd,ky] is in good agxeementwith that deduced from thermobarometry by Droop
(198r,1985).

(1990) the experimentally determined FASH equilibria
are not handled completely satisfactorily,and the Tschermak-substituted end-members (east, ames, cel, fcel) are
not yet well constrained. The former of these problems
may be caused by the poor characterization of staurolite
and/or experimental difficulties; the latter by the paucity
of appropriate experimental constraints.
The predictions of the Tschermak's substitutions in
minerals as a function of grade and assemblageare in
reasonableagreementwith natural data. We mentioned
the chlorite compositions earlier as being in agreement
with the data compiled by Laird (1988), and thesetrends
are fairly general: chlorites, biotites, and phengites tend
to become more aluminous with increasingtemperature
and with decreasingpressure.This trend in phengitesis
now well established(e.g.,Guidotti,1973,1984; Chopin,
1984). Our calculated alumina contents in biotite vary
from close to the phlogopite-annitejoin (y, : 0) at high
pressuresand low temperatures to halfway between that

and the eastonite-siderophyllitejoin (y" : l) at high temperatures and low pressures.The values calculated are
rarely above./oi : 0.5, in excellent agreernentwith Guidotti (1984, Fig. 35, p. 420), who showed that natural
biotites appear to b€ restricted to Jro,in the region ofO to
a little over 0.5. Obviously the simple trends noted above
will be modifred by the fact that the maximum aluminum
content also dependson the coexisting assemblage.
Although the paucity of data on Tschermak's substituted end-membersin minerals is a problem, our results
indicate that this aspectofthe solid solutions should not
be ignored, becausethe (Fe,Mg)SiAl-, of the minerals
may change dramatically along reaction lines, thus affecting their slope. Howevet, Spear and Cheney (1989)
assumedthat the solid solutions involve the substitution
FeMg-, but not (Fe,Mg)SiAl-r, and somefeaturesof their
grid seem to be a consequenceofthal for example, the
absenceof low pressureKFASH and KFMASH invariant
points. Further, by analogy with our calculations, their
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KFASH reactionschl : ctd + bi and ctd + bi : g would
convergeto higher pressureif (Fe,Mg)SiAl-, in chlorite,
particularly, were allowed to change along the reaction
lines.That their reactionsconvergeto lower pressureleads
to the "wrong-way-around" reaction ctd + bi: g * chl,
and thus to an unusual topology ofctd-bearing reactions
at higher pressures.They propose the addition of Mn to
"reverse" the reaction; although possible,this would require rather nonideal mixing of Mn, Fe, and Mg.
The appearanceofbi * and and the absenceofg + cd
in (mu + qfbearing assemblages
in rocks in low pressure
terranes may not be entirely satisfactorily explained by
considerationof the addition of FerO, to KFMASH, even
when uncertainties in the calculated equilibria are considered.This problem might be resolved, for example, if
biotite, via its eastonite end-member, were somewhat
more stable; this solution would not only increase the
stability fleld of bi + and, but also of bi + st and bi +
cd. It is interesting that Spearand Cheney also appeared
to have a difficulty with the "excess" stability of g + cd
(Spearand Cheney, 1989, p. 154). The careful work of
Droop (198I, 1985)on pelitesfrom the Tauern window
of Austria is nicely explainedby our grid when some Fe3+
is added to the KFMASH system:Droop (1985) indicates,on the basis of a number of thermometers and barometers,that the g + chl * mu : st + bi isograd occurs
at about 7 kbar and 580'C in this kyanite-bearing terrane, in reasonableagreementwith our Figure 7. Droop's
earlier work (1981, Figs. 12, 13) shows that his slightly
lower pressurerocks developedassemblageswith chloritoid + biotite; thus his two suites record conditions of
pressurejust above and just below the invariant point
[cd,ky], which occurs at about 6 kbar and 580 "C on our
Figure 7.
To those who prefer a lower temperature aluminosilicate triple point, it is important to realize that the form
of the grid in Figure 2 is little affected by moving the
triple point along the major principal axis of the uncertainty ellipseon this point (Powell and Holland, 1988);
the axis correspondsto the overlap on the (narrow) uncertainties on the positions of ky : and and ky : sill.
Moving the triple point mainly moves and : sill; as the
thermodynamic properties (AZ At AG) of this reaction
are very small, most reactionsare little inflected in crossing it. The petrologicalargumentsconcerningthe position
ofthe triple point in natural terranesseemto be conflicting, and this is not the place for a proper discussion.On
the one hand, a lower temperature is implied by ctd +
sill, but a higher one for st * and. On the basis of our
grid, we would consider a lower temperaturelimit of 540
'C for the triple point; this is in fact within our calculated
uncertainty on the position of the triple point. Of course,
the position ofthe and : sill reaction in any set ofnatural
rocks may be quite variable and will dependchiefly upon
the defect density in the sillimanite concerned (Salje,
1986). It is only in the probably rare situation ofdefectfree sillimanite that a lower temperature triple point is
appropriate.

EQUILIBRIA

IN PELITES

We believe that the use of an internally consistentdata
set is the best way to generatepetrogeneticgrids. Such
data sets can involve a combination of all available experimental data. Moreover, reliable petrological data can
be incorporated with all the other data; we have incorporated some data on element exchangesinto our data
set (Holland and Powell, 1990). We are concerned that
the approach ofSpear and Cheney,in incorporating only
a minimum amount of data, experimental or petrological, is going to be critically dependenton the data chosen
and the assumptionsmade. However it is done, it is important that all the reliable data, experimental and petrological, are combined. Currently we have incorporated
Iimited petrological data, partly recognizingthe diftculty
of constrainingthe conditions of formation of rocks, partly out of a wish to remain as independentas possiblefrom
petrological prejudice (and thus avoiding circularity of
arguments),and partly recognizing the difficulty of constraining subsystemequilibria in rocks.
As the conditions of formation of rocks and activitycomposition relations in minerals become better known,
more rock data will be incorporated in our data set. As
new experimental data become available, the thermodynamic data can be better constrained; further progress
will be difficult without new experimental work, particularly to improve the thermodynamic data for Fe-bearing
cordierites and staurolites. Moreover, as argued above,
rocks rarely lie in KFMASH, with at least FerO, being
important, if not CaO, Na,O, and MnO. Until FerO, can
be properly incoqporated,it will be difficult to know if
the above logic is appropriate. The grid will certainly be
more realistic when CaO and NarO can be incorporated
and plagioclaseincluded; this step awaits the development of appropriate activity-composition models for garnet and plagioclase.
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AppnNnrx 1. Mrnnn,ll, FoRMULAE. END-MEMBERS.AND coMposrrroNAr
VARIABLES

In the mineral formulae discussedhere, (ly)" means that i andj substitute for each other
on a site, of which there are r in the formula; in theseend-member formulae, (i.r-) means
that n i atoms and m j atoms share a site, of which there are (n + m) in the formula. In
the absenceof brackets, a particular element completely fills the correspondingsite. The
activities eiwere formulated using ideal mixing on sites (e.g., Powell, 1978); the specification ofsites is discussedin Holland and Powell (1990). tr denotesa site vacancy.
O chloritoid (ctd)
variable:
end-members:

(Fe,Mg)Al,SiO5(OH),
x",u: Fe/(Fe + Mg)
Mg-chloritoid(mctd)MgAlrSiO5(OH),
e^.td:

I -

x*

Fe-chloritoid (fctd) FeAl,SiO'(OH),
4fcd

-

^crd
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O garnet (g)
variable:
end-members:

(Fe,Mg)rAlrSirO,,
xr: Fe/(Fe + Mg)
pyrope(py)MgrAlrSirO,,
a*: (l - x)3
almandine (alm)
FerAlrSirO,,
cta^:4

O chlorite (chl)
variables:

(Fe,Mg)o(Fe,Mg,Al)rSir(Si,Al)rO,.(OH)E
x*,
Fe/(Fe + Mg)
_:
^A1M2
lcht

end-members:

Omuscovite(mu)
variable:

clinochlore(clin)Mg(Mg,Al,)Sir(SirAlr)Or0(OH)E (y"r:0.5)
a.o.: 16(l - rcJ'(l - !.J,/.^,
daphnite(daph)Feo@erAlr)Sir(SirAlr)Oro(OH)t (/"r:0.5)
ea^pn: l6-lc!n,(l- l.o)2f"^
(/"" : l)
amesite (ames)
MgAlrSirAlrOlo(OH)s
(l - x"n)ol|n,
a^
"":
KE(Al,Mg,Fe)rSir(Al,Si)rO,o(OH),
x-": Fe/(Fe + Mg)
!^u:

end-members:

O biotite (bi)
variable:

(.t-":

l)

(.y-, : 0)
(y-":0)

K(Mg,Fe)(Al,Mg,Fe),Si,(Al,Si),O,0(OH),
xo,: Fe/(Fe + Mg)
lti:

end-members:

2xNrz

muscovite(mu) Ktr(Alrsir(Alrsir)Oro(OH),
a^" : 0.25(l + y^J'(2 - ./-J./.u
celadonite (cel) Ktr(Al,Mg,)Si,(Si,)O,o(OH),
a*r: 0.25(l - x^J(2 - lr-J'(l + y-J(l - y-J
ferroceladonite(fcel)Ktr(Al,Fe,)Sir(Sir)Or0(OH),
a,""r:0.25x^(2 - y^)'(l + y-J(l -./-,)

2xN.vrz

phlogopite(phl) KMgMgrSir(AlrSi,)O,0(OH),
aa: 0.25(l - x)'(2 - !")'(l + /bJ(l - /bJ
annite (ann) KFeFerSir(Al,Sir)O,o(OH),
a^n : 0.25fo,(2- y)'(l + ./oJ(l - yoJ
eastonite(east)KMg(Mg,Al,)Sir(Alr)Oro(OH),
a*", : 0.25(l - xJ,yo(l + y)r(2 - yo)

O cordierite (cd)
variables:
end-members:

(Mg,Fe)rAloSirO,,
x-: Fe/(Fe + Mg)
cordierite(crd)MgrAloSirO,,
a-d: (l - x^)'
iron cordierite (fcrd) FerAloSirO,,
a r c , a :x k
(HrO incorporatedvia Kurepin's (1985)model)

O staurolite (st)
variable:
end-members:

(Mg,Fe)oAl,rSi?5OorH4
x",: Fe/(Fe + Mg)
staurolite(st)FeoAl,rSirrOorHo
Q"r: XX,
magnesiostaurolite(mst) MgoAl,rSir.rOorHo
a-.r:(l -x")a

o kyanite (ky)

Alrsios

aw:

O quartz (q)

SiO,

au: I

O HrO (HrO)

HrO

du"o: I

I

(/u,: 0)
(y" : 0)
(.yo,: l)

